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MI0559A
OXY-BEVEL OPERATIONS MANUAL:
Oxy-fuel contouring beveling head with manual tilt function.

Torches: There are 5 torches total that make up the beveling system. There are two bevel
torches and each bevel torch has a preheating torch positioned in front of it for preheating
of the material. The final torch is a straight torch used for cutting the I-cut or landing on
the bevel. This torch doesn’t require a preheat torch. The ignition takes place on the I-cut
torch. When the other torches are near the plate the flame transfers to ignite the selected
bevel and preheat torches.

Oxy-Bevel Features: The Koike Oxy-Bevel unit is equipped with automatic contouring.
Torch bevel angles must be set manually. The unit has the ability to cut up to 2.5 inch
material. Piercing is although limited. Piercing of thicker material may although be
accommodated by use of the CNC pierce up/down routine. The bevels preheat torches
typically require larger orifice cutting tips to increase heat penetration through the
material prior to the beveling torch pass.

Rotation Axis w/ Voyager 3 controller: The Voyager 3 directly controls the rotational
axis. The rotation axis uses a Yaskawa Sigma 2 series SGDH-04AE 400W servo drive in
closed loop operation with the CNC. Its SERCOS ID is addresses 08. SERECOS address
07 is skipped and therefore not used with dual tilt/rotator support using an oxy-fuel
beveling head. The controller supports the following functions:

 Home switch input for homing the rotational axis to defined quadrant.
 Follower on and follower off commanded by M-codes.
 Align follower function by M-code to allow align tangential to path of motion

when enabled.
 Variable speed of rotation defined by F-code
 Manual command of specified degree of rotation.

Voyager 3 I/O Functions:

 Raise head output (map to torch up 10)
 Lower head output (map to torch down 10)
 Torch down sense input indicating travel is at lower limit or auto height mode by

air sensing has taken over. Once torch down sense input becomes activated the
torch down output is shut off and ignition and preheat outputs activate.
(map to torch up sense 10)

 Torch up sense input to indicate that torch is at upper limit. Once input is
activated the torch up output is turned off.
(map to torch down sense 10)
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 Cut control output from CNC activates cut input to PLC. The PLC then separates
the individual cut control outputs to valves based upon station enable inputs
active.

 Preheat and ignition CNC outputs are received on the CNC option ID: 09.
 Manual command of rotation axis at defined speed to any degree endlessly. Full

360 degree rotation.
 M-coded cut sequence type. I-cut, Y+, Y-, X and K type bevel cuts. These bevel

types can also be selected from the operational panel (3 station enable outputs)
 Oxy-fuel cut mode contour bevel head select input (fixed input) System requires

one station enable output from CNC before ignition, preheat and up/down outputs
will function in oxy-bevel mode.

Lift Axis: The lifter axis uses a Sigma 2 series SGDH-04AS 400W servo drive with air
sensing logic and a brake motor for holding the vertical load when drive is disabled. The
CNC controls the initial lowering of the bevel head upon executing a cycle start
command and the raising of the head upon completion of the cut cycle. The initial height
sensing and auto height control is done through external circuitry.

A pressure transducer is used to sense backpressure from the air sensor nozzles as they
near the material. The transducer resides within the CCU (carriage control unit). The
amount of back pressure is proportional to the analog output from the pressure
transducer. The transducer provides a small linear analog output. This output is then
supplied to the input of the height control preamp PCB which amplifies the signal to a 0-
5VDC level. The output signal is then sent to IHS relay control PCB. The IHS (initial
height sensing) relay PCB compares the input signal to the set point threshold voltage and
outputs a velocity command to the servo drive to move the lifter. The lifter is commanded
to move until the transducer’s output equals the set point threshold. The pressure
transducer is used to close the position loop with the drive in a open loop manner. The
positive and negative over-travel switch inputs are used to start and stop motion in the
forward or reverse direction. When the P-OT or N-OT inputs to the drive are not
reference to 24VDC common the motor is not permitted to move. When zero balance is
not present the relay card applies or removes these inputs accordingly to command the
lifter up or down until zero balance has been achieved. With the inputs maintained to the
drive the lifter can move up or down until a over-travel switch is detected which remove
the corresponding input to the drive preventing further motion in that direction.

\
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IHS (initial height sensing) relay and height control PCB functions:

 Slow down speed relay RY9. This relay when activated will reduce the speed
at which the head will lower. RY9 is only activated when the air height
control is in automatic mode. Control panel internal I/O. PLC discrete
output.

 Head up relay RY1. This relay when activated will allow manual raising of
the head as long as down is not also being commanded and the head is not at
its upper mechanical limit. The head can be commanded up also under CNC
control by activation of the torch up 10 output.. Control panel internal I/O.
PLC discrete input from CNC and output to relay PCB.

 Head down relay RY2. This relay when activated will allow manual lowering
of the head as long as up is not also being commanded and the head is not at
its lower mechanical limit. The head can also be lowered under CNC control
by activation of the torch down 10 output.
Control panel internal I/O. PLC discrete input from CNC and output to
relay PCB.

 Hold relay RY3.This relay can be energized manually by pressing the hold
button on the control panel. When relay is energized the lifter is prevented
from lowering and the hold lamp indicator is turned on. The relay is also
activated when the Auto Hold relay is energized. The hold relay will also
automatically enable during a piercing routine and when the air sensors are
directly shorted onto the material. Control panel internal I/O. Hold
button/hold lamp indicator. PLC output to relay PCB TBA-4.

 Auto height mode RY4. When PLC output 0:0056 is activated and the head is
not in a state of zero balance (height found), RY4 is energized and allows the
head to lower and find height. RY4 is energized whenever the height control
is in automatic mode. In automatic mode the servo drive will display “RUN”.
In manual mode the servo drive will display “N-OT” and “P-OT” flashing
back and forth.

 Upper travel limits RY5. This relay is energized when the head its raised to its
maximum travel limit preventing the head from raising beyond the limit. RY1
can’t be energized once RY5 is energized.

 Lower travel limits RY6. This relay energizes when the head is lowered to its
maximum travel. Once RY6 energizes RY2 de-energizes to prevent the head
from lowering.

 Auto hold relay RY7. This relay is energized once auto height control is
enabled. When RY7 energizes the hold relay RY3 energizes which then holds
current height.

 Servo alarm relay RY8 is energized if the lift axis drive has an alarm. When
an alarm occurs both over-travel inputs to the drive are immediately applied
preventing further lifter motion.
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Bevel type selection:
Automatic Mode Bevel Type Selection:

Note: On machine equipped with an oxy-beveling head and additional standalone
I-cutting torch stations. The standalone I-cutting torches are automatically selected
as default unless a plasma station is selected. The standard I-cutting torches are
disabled once the oxy-beveling head is selected. The standard oxy-fuel cutting torch
option #48 is Station Select 9. The Oxy-Bevel unit is Station Select 10 and the
Plasma bevel is Station Select 1.

Note: Only one station is allowed to be selected at any one time. Two stations may
not be selected at once.

Cut type1: I-cut center torch only. Select I-Cut on control panel. Only the cutting
oxygen for the I-Cut torch will be turned on by activating the cut control output from
CNC. When other bevel types are selected additional outputs (inputs to the PLC)
along with the cut control output will determine which cut valves are energized.

I-Cut condition for bevel head:

1. Select the OXY-BEVEL button on the operator control panel then select the I-
CUT button. This enables station enable 10 and will automatically de-select all
standalone I-cutting torch stations. When CNC cut control output is turned on
cutting oxygen valve on the I-cutting torch only is energized.

Note: Preheat oxygen and fuel gas valves must be manually turned off on bevel 1
and bevel 2 torches.

2. Select only oxy-bevel on control panel to select the oxy-bevel station. M37T10
(station enable 10) and cut control activate cut oxygen valve on I-cutting torch
automatically. M38T10 de-selects the station.

Cut type2: Positive bevel w/land cut. Select Bevel + Land on control panel for
manual operation. For automatic operation do not select any bevel type. The bevel
type will be determined by M-codes within the part program. Out 17, Out 18 and Cut
Control select this type of bevel cut.

I-Cut torch cut oxygen on/off
Station Enable 10 on (M37T10) CNC Out put 17
Station Enable 10 off (M38T10)

Plus bevel torch cut oxygen on/off
Station Enable 11 on (M37T11) CNC Output 18
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Station Enable 11 off (M38T11)

Cut type3: Negative bevel w/land cut. Select B-Land on control panel for manual
operation. For automatic operation do not select any bevel type. The bevel type will
be determined by M-codes within the part program. Out 17, Out 19 and Cut Control
select this type of bevel cut.

I-Cut torch cut oxygen on/off
Station Enable 10 on (M37T10) CNC Out put 17
Station Enable 10 off (M38T10)

Minus bevel torch cut oxygen on/off
Station Enable 12 on (M37T12) CNC Output 19
Station Enable 12 off (M38T12)

Cut type4: X- bevel cut. Select X-Bevel on control panel for manual operation. For
automatic operation do not select any bevel type. The bevel type will be determined
by M-codes within the part program. Out 18, Out 19 and Cut Control select this type
of bevel cut.

Plus bevel torch cut oxygen on/off
Station Enable 11 on (M37T11) CNC Output 18
Station Enable 11 off (M38T11)

Minus bevel torch cut oxygen on/off
Station Enable 12 on (M37T12) CNC Output 19
Station Enable 12 off (M38T12)

Cut type5: K- Bevel cut. Select K-Bevel on control panel for manual operation. For
automatic operation do not select any bevel type. The bevel type will be determined
by M-codes within the part program. Out 17, Out 18, Out 19 and Cut Control select
this type of bevel cut.
I-Cut torch cut oxygen on/off
Station Enable 10 on (M37T10) CNC Out put 17
Station Enable 10 off (M38T10)

Plus bevel torch cut oxygen on/off
Station Enable 11 on (M37T11) CNC Output 18
Station Enable 11 off (M38T11)

Minus bevel torch cut oxygen on/off
Station Enable 12 on (M37T12) CNC Output 19
Station Enable 12 off (M38T12)
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Rotational axis: The rotational axis is directly commanded by the CNC in absolute
mode. The rotational axis must first be homed to an absolute 0,0 position. Once the
absolute 0,0 of the rotational axis has been established it can then be commanded up to
360 degree’s. In automatic mode the rotational axis, referred to as the follower, will
follow perpendicular to the path of motion. When oxy-fuel beveling it is desired that the
head follow parallel to the path of motion therefore the home position of the head is
offset by 90 degrees at its absolute home position.

Magelis Touch Screen Operator Interface Screen Functions:

Note: All I/O functions are also displayed on the T04 diagnostics screen.
Note: The oxy-bevel node address is supported on the health screen

GOTO OXY-BEVEL: Selection of this button from the main menu will advance to the
oxy-bevel menu for operation of the tool.

OXY-BEVEL ENABLE: When this button is selected the tool is then operational. No
other tool can be selected if the oxy-bevel is operation. When button is selected the air
supply is turned on. If air is not supplied DO NOT operate head. Check that main supply
is turned on. If all alarms are satisfied the alarm lamp indicators will be illuminated green
in color. When this button is pressed the oxy-bevel head will then be unparked and the
plasma bevel head will be parked. Parking the plasma bevel head will not park the
traverse axis. Only the rotate 1 and tilt 1 operators will be prevented from performing
motion. When a head is said to be parked the rote and tilt functions of the head are
disabled in software.

AIR HEIGHT CONTROL MANUAL OPERATION: This is the normal state of
operation. In manual mode the air height control is not activated which allows the head to
be raised and lowered manually. When the button is pressed AUTOMATIC mode is
selected and the lamp indicator will be illuminated green in color. In automatic mode the
head will begin lowering slowly and the LIFTER HIGH SPEED indicator will change to
say LIFTER SLOW SPEED.

NOTE: If in automatic mode pressing the lifter raise or lifter lower button will
automatically place height control back into manual mode. Pressing the button
again will re-enable automatic mode. The hold height button is used to prevent the
head from lowering once the air height sensors have left the material.

Caution: If placed in automatic mode one of the two air sensors must be able to
detect material or the head will remain lowering until the lower limit switch is
activated.
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IMPORTANT: The lower limit switch should be manually adjusted based upon
material thickness so if both air sensors leave the material the head can’t continue
downward and cause mechanical damage to the unit. The lower limit switch needs
to be adjusted prior whenever material thickness changes.

HOLD HEIGHT: Pressing this button will freeze the height control temporarily by
placing the height control into a manual mode state. The current torch position will
remain unchanged. Press button once again to re-enable height control and allow seeking
of the height.

Note: During a piercing up/down routine the hold height will be automatically be enabled
and disabled based upon timer setting within the oxy-fuel process parameter settings. To
access timer values select SETUP, then PROCESS, then Oxy Fuel on the Voyager III
controller. The hold will remain on for the duration of the moving pierce timer.

CAUTION: At least one of the two air height sensors must be functional at all times
or the head will continue to lower until material is found or the lower limit is
activated. When running off end of the plate the hold height must be turned on once
sensors leave the plate to prevent the head from crashing.

I-Cut: Select this button will enable the cutting oxygen for the center straight cutting
torch only.

BEVEL+: Selects the plus bevel torch cut on solenoid valve when commanded.

BEVEL -: Selects the minus bevel torch cut on solenoid valve when commanded.

Y+BEVEL: Selects the I-CUT and BEVEL+ cut on solenoid when commanded. This
produces a positive bevel with a land.

Y-BEVEL: Selects the I-CUT and BEVEL - cut on solenoids when commanded. This
produces a negative bevel with a land.

X-BEVEL: Selects the +BEVEL and –BEVEL cut on solenoids when commanded. This
produces a X bevel.

K-BEVEL: Selects the I-CUT, +BEVEL and –BEVEL cut on solenoids when
commanded which produces a K-cut.

IGNITE: Pressing this button fires the auto ignition to ignite the selected torches. The
CNC will also start an ignition cycle if an ignition time value has been set.

LOW PREHEAT: Pressing this button turns on the manifold low preheat solenoid
valves and allows gas to flow to the oxy-bevel unit. This will be automatically activated
through program control.
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Note: If this button is selected manually then the low preheat will remain on until
turned off on the panel.

CAUTION: The low preheat fuel gas and oxygen will be supply to each torch in
which the manual valves are open. Preheat valves on unused torches must be shut
off manually prior to a cutting cycle. Fuel gas flowing from unused torches could
cause fire or explosion.

HIGH PREHEAT: Pressing this button will turn on the high preheat solenoid valves
increasing the heating of the material. The button may be pressed at any time during a cut
cycle to increase heating of the material. The high preheat will be activated automatically
through program control. After preheat time expires the high preheat will drop out and
low preheat will remain on for the duration of the cut.

CUT: This will activate corresponding cut solenoid valve pertaining to the desired bevel
type selected. The cut control manual valves may remain open at all times do to being
solenoid activated.

LIFTER UP: Pressing this button will raise the oxy-bevel unit until the button is released
or the upper travel limit switch has been activated. The lifter up lamp will illuminate
when raise has been commanded under CNC control. When unit is operating is automatic
mode pressing the lifter up button will automatically switch unit into manual mode of
operation.

LIFTER DOWN: Pressing this button will lower the oxy-bevel unit until the button is
released or the lower travel limit switch has been activated. The lifter down lamp will
illuminate when lower has been commanded under CNC control. When unit is operating
is automatic mode pressing the lifter down button will automatically switch unit into
manual mode of operation. If an air sensor is driven into the plate manually, further
manual motion will be prevented and the OXY-BEVEL OK alarm indicator will change
to display HEAD CRASH briefly. The lifter will be automatically commanded upward
until the short is removed between sensor and material.

CNC MODE: This lamp will illuminate when the program file contains information to
select the bevel type automatically. Pressing this button will also clear any bevel type
which has been manually selected. CNC AUTO mode and HOLD HEIGHT on lamp
indicators will briefly illuminate clearing the current bevel type displayed when button is
pressed.

OXY-BEVEL HEIGHT OK: This indicator lamp will illuminate red when an air height
sensor is in direct contact with the plate. HEAD CRASH will also be displayed until the
short has been removed.
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WATCHDOG OK: This indicates that all CNC I/O is functioning properly. If
illuminated red then a fault has occurred or control power on has not been applied.

ROTATION ALARM OK: This will illuminate red and indicate a fault condition with
the oxy-bevel rotational axis or that the unit has not been enabled. The CNC controls the
rotational axis directly.

LIFTER ALARM OK: This will illuminate red and indicate a problem with the lifter
amplifier or the bevel unit has not been enabled.

AIR SUPPLY OK: Indicates that the air supply pressure to the unit has been satisfied.
Currently this option is not utilized and the input is activated to satisfy the condition. A
optional external pressure switch is required to enable this feature.

AIR PRESSURE REGULATION ON: This lamp indicator will be illuminated green in
color indicating that the over pressure protection solenoid value has been activated. This
occurs when the air height sensors are in contact with the material.

LIFTER HIGH SPEED: Indicates speed of lifter in manual mode. Lamp will switch to
lifter low speed in automatic mode.

I-CUT TORCH OXYGEN OFF: Indicates that this cut valve is energized allowing
oxygen to flow to the torch based upon bevel type selected.

B+ TORCH OXYGEN OFF: Same as above.
B- TORCH OXYGEN OFF: Same as above

MANUAL OPERATING MODE:

CNC oxy-bevel process parameters: The oxy-bevel unit can operate is full automatic
mode when the process parameters are properly defined. From the CNC main menu
select the SETUP key then PROCESS and then OXY FUEL button to enter setup screen.

Ignition Time: This sets the time allowed to ignite the selected torches. Typically 2-3
seconds. If no time set the manual IGNITE button can be used to ignite the torches
manually once the LOW PREHEAT button has been selected.

Low Preheat Time: Not required. The low and high preheat will be automatically
enabled under CNC control.

High Preheat Time: This time is the desired time required to heat the plate prior to
piercing. This time can be increased or decreased as needed once the cut cycle has
started.

Staged Pierce: Not normally utilized.
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Pierce Time: Time after cutting oxygen has been turned on until machine motion begins.
Moving Pierce Time: Time that torch will remain raised with cutting oxygen on, at the
pierce up height established, before lowering to the cut height which is determined by the
air height sensors. This allows torch to remain in the up position higher above the plate
and moving until the piercing sequence expires.

Creep Time: Allows machine to start moving at 25% of the programmed cut speed for
specified time.

Primary Torch Up Time: The head will retract for this specified amount of time after
completion of a cut cycle. This CNC output forces the unit back into manual mode. A
minimum time of .5 seconds is necessary or the head will remain in automatic mode after
a cut cycle is completed. It is although suggested to allow head to raise for at least 5-10
seconds to allow the unit to get up and out of the way before rapid traversing to next
pierce position.

Primary Torch Down Time: When a cut cycle is started the unit is automatically placed
is automatic mode and begins to search for the material. Once the material is found this
time is interrupted by activating the CNC down sense input halting downward motion
and advancing to the ignition cycle. The time must be long enough to allow the air height
sensing to take place normally. The CNC torch down output forces the air height sensing
into automatic mode automatically. If no time is set the height sensor must be placed into
automatic mode manually by selecting the button.

Pierce Up Time: This will determine how high to raise the torches after the high preheat
timer expires just prior to turning on the cutting oxygen solenoid valves. The head will
raise for time specified in slow speed automatic mode. After time expires the HOLD
HEIGHT button will illuminate indicating that the current height is being maintained.
After the moving pierce timer expires the hold height will be turned off and head will
slowly lower until the air height sensors establish the cut height.

Pierce Down Time: This is normally the time required to bring torch back down to cut
height from the piercing height. Since the air height sensors automatically pick up the cut
height a determined amount of time is not necessary. A small amount is although
required to initiate the sequence to begin lowering back down to cut height after the
moving pierce timer has expired. If no time is entered the hold signal will remain on
for during of the cut and can’t be de-selected manually. Typically .1 seconds.

Cut Off Time: not normally utilized.

Bleedoff Time: Time allowed for the cut oxygen stream to extinguish before traversing
to next pierce position.
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Sequence of Operation:

1. Place CNC in OXY MODE using change cut mode selection button.
Note: A G82 at the beginning of the program performs this function
automatically.

2. Select the GOTO OXY-BEVEL button from the main panel on the operator
control panel.

3. Select OXY-BEVEL ENABLE button. Air should be turned on and heard. If air is
not heard do not use system.

4. Select desired bevel type on control panel.
5. Align/adjust torches to accommodate desired bevel type.
6. Ensure process parameters are set properly.
7. Load program file or macro line file.
8. Press start.

-Head will begin lowering slowly in automatic mode. Lower lamp indicator will not
be illuminated.

-Once the air height sensors pick up the material downward motion is halted.

-The torch ignition and preheat cycle is then started and selected torches are ignited.
Caution: Preheat fuel gas and oxygen manual =valves must be turned off for all
unused torches.

-After the high preheat timer expires the head raises for the pierce up timer if utilized.

-After pierce time expires the machine begins moving for the creep time setting.

-After the moving pierce time expires the pierce down timer commands head back
down which then releases the hold height and allows air height sensing to pick up and
track the plate.

-Upon completion of the cut cycle the head raises for the primary torch up time which
then places the height control back into manual mode preparing for the next cut cycle.

Sequence of Operation (CNC MODE): The CNC mode of operation is the same as
defined above except the program will automatically select the bevel type. The CNC
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mode lamp will illuminate when the program contains the bevel type information. The
lamp corresponding to the bevel type will be illuminated for visual indication.

Part Programming: The Koike Oxy-Bevel unit has the ability to bevel straight lines,
lines on contour / arcs or square/rectangular parts. All four sides of a square or
rectangular part must include bevels of the same degree of angle. The bevel type may
change from side to side but the angle must remain constant. The programming software
will automatically select the bevel type and reposition for the starting of the cut cycle,
through a triangular corner loop.

Programming Codes:
G20 Imperial units or G21 metric units

G91 Incremental programming or G90 absolute programming mode.

G82 (oxy fuel mode) Will place the CNC in oxy fuel mode automatically. Should be
place near the beginning of the program prior to starting the torch.

Bevel Type Selection:

M37T10 Selects I-Cut torch (I-cut)
M37T11 Selects +Bevel torch (+ Bevel cut)
M37T12 Selects –Bevel torch (-Bevel cut)

M37T10 and M37T11 Select + Bevel with land cut
M37T10 and M37T12 Selects –Bevel with land cut

M37T11 and M37T12 Selects X Bevel cut
M37T10, M37T11 and M37T12 Selects K Bevel cut

M29 Enables the rotation 2 axis. This should be turned on prior to starting torch on cycle.

M90 Aligns the head parallel to the motion. Head absolute home position is set 90
degrees at initial homing of machine so torch will then follow parallel during program
execution.

G41Dvalue: Kerf used mainly as offset to program path. Kerf can be used to adjust part
size.
M07 Torch cycle start

M08 Torch cycle stop.

G40 Kerf compensation off.

M28 Disables the rotational axis. This code should be inserted at the end of a cut cycle
after the kerf off code prior to traversing a corner loop.
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M19 Cancel all station. This code is placed at end of program prior to sending rotate axis
back to home. De-selects bevel type.

M76 Send rotate axis back to home. This code is placed at end of program prior to M02
end of program.

M02 End of program file

Recommended Electrical Spare Parts:

PN: 1138849800 RELAY BD PCB KIT W/9 OMRON
24VDC RELAYS #92-C23778

PN: 1138859400 SEMICONDUCTOR PRESSURE
TRANSDUCER TP618B-AI-V-L-G

PN: 1138866200 AIR HEIGHT SENSOR P.C.B KSK
#18901204


